The power to engage

TURNING LEARNING INTO FUN
State-of-the-art interactive technology with the greatest ease of use.
Intuitive plug-and-play solution. You provide steady Wi-Fi, we provide the rest.

Integrated
wireless
presentation

UP Android 7.1 onboard
Upgradable and pluggable module.
Including CTOUCH apps store
with instant access to high rated apps.

CTOUCH Operating System (COS™)
COS™, a custom built UI. Designed
for full flexibility and adjustable
to your needs.

Easy adaptive touch
Power to adjust to the
writing speed
7 years
warranty

65”UHD

75”UHD

86”UHD

OPS slot
Supports
UHD@60Hz

32 POINT
TOUCH

Direct
webcam
USB port

CTOUCH
dynamic
pen
Dynamic pen
for increased
classroom
interaction.
Internal JBL® speakers
80W JBL® speakers with
excellent Live Stage
(virtual) Surround sound

CTOUCH home key
The complete menu
accessible via one button,
showing an ‘On Screen’ menu.

2 integrated JBL® far
field microphones
Sonique and Voice Logic technology
with advanced ambient noise
reduction and echo cancellation.

* commercially available as of September 2018.

Burnley 01282 776776
Uxbridge 01256 706950
www.exertis.co.uk/medium

LASER NOVA TOUCH SCREEN SERIES
Want to take the classroom experience to the next level? Students and teachers can now wirelessly stream what’s
on their phone, tablets or notebook. BYOD (bring your own device) is on! Not only are the features of the Laser
Nova out of this world, the total package is second to none. Take a look at what comes with every purchase…

WHY LASER NOVA?
 COS™ – CTOUCH Operating System
 Versatile annotation app - annotate over any software
 Barco MirrorOp licence - for wireless multiplatform screen sharing
with two-way touch functionality (up to 64 users)
 Built-in JBL(R) 80 watts speakers - for impressive digital surround
sound
 Over-the-air updates - your display will always be up-to-date
 Wake-on-LAN and Wake-on-wireless-LAN - making it Mobile
Device Management (MDM) ready
 Low power consumption - certified with Energy Star
 Remote control over IP - for easy adjustment of the display settings
over distance.
 Adaptive Touch - simulates natural handwriting
 Specially designed OPS slot - for faster image processing
(UHD @ 60Hz)

OKTOPUS
Annotate, collaborate, present and poll with our
exclusive Oktopus, software bundle. Oktopus,
interactive presentation and collaboration software, allows you to
annotate over any content or application. Oktopus exclusive bundle
includes...

OKTOPUS

 2 Install Oktopus Presenter License*
 40 Student Collaboration Oktopus License**
 UK Content for Oktopus – 2500 lessons**
 Virtual Polling 1 presenter + 40 Student Polling***
 XIMBUS for Google and Microsoft 1 presenter + 40 Student
 Collaboration***

TRILBYTV DIGITAL SIGNAGE
FOR SCHOOLS
Why not displays important messages or student work on your Laser
Nova when not in use? With our unique bundle you can.
In fact you can use it across all your screens – free for a year!
 FOC License for 1 year - your content on your screens
 Display information in real time
 Upload content from any device, desktop or mobile
 Display different content on an unlimited number of screens.
 Playback using any Apple, Microsoft, Android and Google device.
 Supports portrait or landscape screens.

* Perpetual license **1 year license ***3 year license

